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COUNTY DEPARTMENT IN THE USA: FEATURES 

OF THE POWERS IMPLEMENTATION 

The county police are local Law Enforcement Agencies. Core 

values represent the department's county police ideals and what it stands 

for as an organization. The department's new core values are: integrity, 

service, professionalism innovation, responsibility, excellence [1]. 

City police are concerned with local crime, and state police or 

federal investigators (the FBI) which usually deal with offences outside 

their jurisdiction. With the increased emphasis on fighting and preventing 

terrorism, more and more responsibility has fallen on the local police 

forces, and many jurisdictions are being stretched to the limit, with 

promised federal funds for fighting terrorism proving inadequate for the 

measures proposed. 

All police are armed and popular weapons include .38 specials 

and shotguns. Police officers also carry truncheons (night-sticks), and 

some forces are issued with an electronic gun administering a charge of 

50,000 volts for around eight seconds (originally a cattle prod), used to 

knock out aggressive drug addicts. In many areas, 
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police wear bulletproof vests, although even these are no for defense 

against the Teflon-coated bullets (known as cop-killers) used by some 

criminals. Police officers also carry mace, a riot gas similar to CS gas. 

Police officers are among the most frightening looking Americans you’ 

re likely to meet, with their carefully developed tough-men looks, 

truncheons and guns. In some states, police can legally shoot suspected 

criminals trying to evade arrest, so do not even think about it [2]. 

Many departments of county police in the USA have a web page. 

As you will notice, when you refer to their mission statement, their 

philosophy is highly geared toward treating their peers as well as our 

citizens with courtesy, dignity and respect. They emphasize in their 

recruitment efforts that we are looking for good people to train as good 

police officers. They believe that a person lacking quality characteristics 

cannot simply be turned into a productive and representative police 

officer. 

They have worked very hard to become a contemporary law 

enforcement agency constantly striving to improve technology, training, 

cultural diversification, education, physical fitness, youth orientation, and 

high morale. They consider their work environment and profession as a 

major factor in the stability of their community and their personal 

welfare. They are committed to providing career opportunity based upon 
merit, skill, self-improvement, performance and initiative. 
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